Over the last years, information growth has been the source of a large volume and variety of data, therefore new processes to represent, organize, seek and retrieve the information are needed. The background theory that supports the big data settings is diverse, however, one theory has deserved special attention in the literature, not only as a model for structuring data but also for locating information: the faceted theory. In this paper, a brief review of the literature about big data and faceted theory is presented. According to literature, web system architecture based on the faceted analysis appears to be highly common even in the big data settings. Regarding description, navigation, seek and search, and retrieval of the information, the authors write up the faceted theory, methods, and models in a digital environment. Nevertheless, more theoretical and empirical work is necessary to firm up this standpoint.
Introduction
Nowadays, one of the biggest challenges of humanity in a globalized world is to find individuality and personality.
Regarding Information Science, the equivalent challenge for the information professionals is to find singularity in a big data world (or to make it possible for others). Using the analogy Data Lake vs. Data Swamp, it is crucial not fall in the so-called data swamp, a swamp where the data is unusable for analysis and finding until it is processed (Brackenbury, Liu, Mondal, Elmore, Ur, Chard, & Franklin, 2018) , that is why the big data issues are growing in interest and popularity in the research community, both academics, and public and private sectors. Nanal (2018) states that there is no exact definition of how big a dataset must be to stay referred to as big data. This expression may not have a unanimous definition but is commonly used to describe an amount of data, structured or not, that can no longer be stored in the Almeida, P.: Big Data Moment and Faceted Theory: A Structured Review Information Impact: Journal of Information and Knowledge Management 10 (1), 2019
Page 25 static and traditional repositories (Davenport, 2014) . This data cannot be processed without specific technical and computational structures, because it exceeds the traditional informatic systems capacities (Souza, Almeida, & Baracho, 2015; Nanal, 2018) .
Over the last years, the universe of data is increasing exponentially. Lately, it was estimated that 2.5 quintillion bytes of data were daily produced (Wu, Zhu, Wu, & Ding, 2014 for the information professionals.
However, it is a shared challenge with
Computer Science, where big data computing is perhaps the major innovation within the last decade (Nanal, 2018) . Though, until now, it seems that the focus is more in the engineering of the big data and less in the meaningful structures and in the knowledge that it can make available. It is possible that the knowledge organization community has not been involved enough in the organization of the big data settings, but it is true that big data moment can benefit from a greater application and involvement of knowledge organization Therefore, the work of information professionals is more and more important for society. That is why the organization, the representation and the visualization of the information in the big data settings are (and will continue to be) among the emerging areas that researchers will have to deal with (Shiri, 2014) . In that way, to talk about big data is also to remember that one has never needed so much an Information Science like today, in particular, its theoretical and practical models for data architecture. In the literature, the concept of data architecture is a little bit ambiguous, but it is possible to simply understand it as a guide to structuring and locating any kind of information (Victorino et al., 2017) .
The theoretical background that supports academic research about big data is diversified. However, one specific approach seems to be highlighted by some authors, as a model for organizing and retrieving information: the faceted theory.
The Faceted Theory
The faceted theory is a structured approach applicable to dynamic and flexible settings. A faceted analysis recognizes many aspects in a certain item and that will allow its description as well as a synthesis process. (2017) says that the fundamental elements to structure taxonomies and navigation interfaces remain in "Prolegomena to Library Classification" (Ranganathan, 1937) , and, very significant, that the faceted method is almost unanimous in the semantic organization of the web. (2018), it is necessary more empirical work, in order to get a critical perspective that helps the understanding of all these issues.
Conclusion
Regarding the big data moment, the faceted theory has the potential to respond to the Information Science present challenge. In accordance with this brief review of the literature, the description, navigation, seek and search, and retrieval of the information in a digital environment can benefit from the faceted theory, methods, and models.
Nevertheless, more theoretical and empirical work is necessary to firm up (or not) this standpoint. The results of further studies about faceted theory and related issues may question some topics or provide answers to others that will help information professionals, both Information Science and Computer Science fields.
